An ISO 9001:2000 Certified Company

Terms and Conditions of Sale

Life Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd. (LTI) subject to terms and conditions, stated hereinafter, accepts orders from the buyers.

1) LTI shall deliver technically & commercially clear orders within 4-6 weeks of their receipt, unless the product(s) are on back-order (BO) or discontinued (DISC). Products / Services may get deleted between Buyer receiving the Proforma & placing the order which may or may not be served with alternatives (ALT). Suitability of such ALT should be checked by Buyer before ordering.

2) With the exception of items that are under BO / DISC status, Part shipments are avoided unless Buyer wishes to have available stocks in a part.

3) The Prices shown in the Price List are ex-Delhi, Warehouse prices. The Goods shall soon be available from our UP branch office at Ghaziabad commencing 2014. Customers thus have a choice to get our products from our Delhi/Ghaziabad location.

4) Payment terms: Advance (unless, otherwise stated in the Proforma). Freight, Handling and Insurance shall apply separately. Any supplies made on sight draft that remain outstanding for more than 30 days shall attract interest @2% per month from the date of invoice up to the date of payment. The Buyer on the pretext of Part shipment made on a/c of BO/DISC should not hold the Payment. Payment should be made for each such Part shipment in Full.

5) LTI does not indemnify the Buyer for any loss, injury, or damage of any kind, direct or indirect, howsoever caused. The maximum liability of LTI is not greater than the Product value supplied. Buyer has to provide all necessary details to satisfy LTI to receive any replacements. Any Buyer claims should be reported within 24 hours from the receipt of the stocks, or else such claims shall not be entertained.

6) LTI shall have lien on the products for the unpaid amount. LTI authorized representative shall be entitled to do such things as may be necessary to repossess the Products, for such unpaid products.

7) Any variances made in quoted products; quantities, prices, terms or conditions than those given in LTI Proforma, at the time of placing the order by the Buyer, shall not be a binding on LTI, unless any deviations are agreed by LTI in writing.

8) Prices are subject to change without notice. Please ask for Proforma before placing the order clearly mentioning the location from where you need supply i.e. Delhi / Ghaziabad.

9) The Products or Services are for laboratory research use only and are not intended for human or animal diagnostic, therapeutic, or other clinical uses, unless otherwise stated.

10) Buyer shall pay for all Taxes / Octroi / Levies etc. as applicable. Documents pertaining to any Tax concession/way bills etc should accompany the order or such concessions would be debited to the Buyer.

11) Certain Products are sold in a minimum quantity. Please inquire at the time of placing the order.

12) Minimum order should be not less than Rupees ten thousand from any section of the price list or else this can double or treble the delivery timings reflected in point # 1

13) Goods once sold shall not be taken back by LTI.

14) Please clearly mention product catalog No., product description and pack size while placing your order.

15) Despite our best efforts there can be some typo errors in this price list. Please do check before placing the order.

16) Product / freight charges shall vary between different locations. Hence please check it before ordering.

17) Please make a request to obtain pricing on any products / service you require from our company. All products shown on our website are for Laboratory applications unless otherwise stated. Prices for general purpose products have been displayed for convenience & ready reference of end users.

For Rate Contract Customers: Some Specific Terms & Conditions may be different in case of RC customers, which would be mentioned in the respective Rate Contract proposals. However the Terms and Conditions are broadly the same.
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